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Drysdale Scott
Into the Golden Age of the Fifties
Drysdale (Dale) Scott was born in 1963.
He studied at the Glasgow School of Art from 1983-1987. This was a period right at the
centre of the Figurative Narrative revolution (New Image, 1985).
Key teaching influences were his tutors Danny Ferguson (1925-1993) and Alexandra
Gardner (b. 1945), who were ‘great’ drawing tutors. He would also develop an interest in
and understanding of ‘tonality’ from his second year lecturer, Neil Dallas Brown (19382003).

Scott also studied the ‘Great Painting Masters’ – Titian, Rembrandt and Caravaggio. He
was drawn by their limited palette, powerful form and intriguing subject matter. He had
a particular fascination with strongly illuminated subjects and ‘chiaroscuro’ (Italian for
light-dark), which creates strong contrasts to underpin dramatic effect. He credits Diego
Velazquez (1599-1660) as probably ‘the greatest painter that ever lived’ and hails that he
could happily ‘spend a lifetime’ in front of Velasquez’s ‘the Waterseller of Seville’ –
c1620. (see below left).
Dale Scott is a fascinating ‘character’ in the true sense of the word. His craft has deep
roots and there is an intensity in both his technique and his thoughts.
Like all the great painters he has learned the craft of narrative – the presentation of a
sequence of (perhaps themed) events visually. The viewer is engaged as they
endeavour to complete or understand the events presented by de-coding a series of
clever visual cues.
This represents Drysdale Scott’s first major show with around 35 paintings. Previously
‘buried’ in his roles in both tertiary adult and secondary school education, this brilliant
body of work represents a pivotal start of his emergence.
His paintings are technical masterpieces with every element and inch considered – the
result is engaging, enjoyable, thrilling paintings that break new ground.
Scottish Art needs subject innovation and a freshness of approach. Dale Scott’s show
represents an early-stage opportunity to buy large, mid and small newly themed
paintings that are truly world-class.

Diego Velazquez (1599-1660)

Caravaggio (1571 -1610)

We first talked about the potential of Dale’s first major solo show over one year ago.
In looking for a theme, we did not have to look too far – Dale is fascinated by the period 1945-1955 – ‘the Golden Age’.
I was excited because this would give the show a broad appeal as, here was a modern artist who was going to pitch his easel and give us an artistic insight into a period that
our parents or grandparents have lived in - a period when their early-stage character had developed.
Indeed, contemporary psyche has shown a high level of interest in nostalgic themes. After all, this was a period when the world was emerging from the deprivations of a
world war (WWII) and our forebears were slowly starting to get their lives back in order and regain confidence.
Film and Movies were still the dominant influence on culture, as the recent advent of television had not yet reached a mass audience. In particular, what would subsequently
be retrospectively catalogued as, ‘Film Noir’ (by French critic Nino Frank in the 1970s) was the movie genre of the period. These were modest budget, black and white, B-list
films which were based on crime fiction and psychological thrillers. They typically centred on tough, cynical detectives (such as Sam Spade, Philp Marlowe and Mike
Hammer) who played alongside alluring ‘femme fatales’ (Barbara Stanwyck, Marlene Dietrich, Rita Hayworth, Lana Turner, Ava Gardner and Bette Davis), who introduced a
sense of beauty and style, which hinted at the erotic and the risqué. Key filmmakers of the time were Billy Wilder, Orson Welles and Alfred Hitchcock.
Musically, this was the era of the ‘Crooners’ and jazz-influenced Big Band style – including Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennett, Bing Crosby and Dean Martin. This period pre-dated
the emergence of the new era of Rock ‘n’ Roll in the mid 1950s (Elvis Presley), which along with growing prosperity, saw a fundamental shift in the music market with its
focus on the teenagers.
Ladies fashion was also undergoing a significant shift as, by 1947, the Paris Fashion Houses had re-opened. After the austerity of the war years ‘haute couture’ re-emerged.
Gone were the square-shoulders and short skirt styles associated with uniforms and in came a ‘new silhouette’ and femininity with narrow shoulders, a pinched waste, bust
emphasis and longer, sweeping skirts.
Dale was fortunate to have met Tina Warren, the creative owner of ‘Club Noir’ - a burlesque club, (with over 2000 members) which runs club nights that include burlesque
shows and bands focused on the ethos of this period (the 1940s and 1950s). The club revels in the flamboyant ‘high fashion’ of the period and the love of relevant music,
song and dance from the period. It also provides burlesque (cabaret) acts that tastefully echo the allure and titillation of the ‘Marilyn Munroe’ (1926-1962) femme fatales era.
Tina has provided invaluable support and encouragement to Dale and has introduced him to many of the ‘character’ models from her troupe, who act as the principal models
for his paintings.
Enjoy these memorable paintings and the insight into the influences, culture and fashion of the period.
The paintings reflect the astonishing talent of Drysdale Scott who brings us his remarkable attention to detail (the cues) and a wonderful imagination in constructing his
engaging compositions that we can embrace and extract enduring visual pleasure from.
These paintings offer us a critical contemporary narrative and reflection on a historically important ‘golden age’ period that has affected and influenced all of our lives. As
such, they are very special – what we term –collectors pieces.

Patience and the Travellers, Oil on Panel, 40” x 48”

Swiss Departure, Oil on Panel, 40” x 36”

Lone Traveller, Oil on Panel, 36” x 40”

Early Morning Arrival, Manhattan, Oil on Panel, 43” x 48”

I Wanna Wrap, You Gonna Sign, Oil on Panel, 34” x 42”

The Gift of Giving, Oil on Panel, 36” x 40”

Footsteps, Tiree
Oil on Canvas, 32” x 32”

Fare thee Well, Catalina, Oil on Panel, 40” x 36”

Voyagers, Oil on Panel, 40” x 36”

Tea and Coffee, Connaught Lounge, Oil on Panel, 43” x 48”

Going our Separate Ways, Oil on Panel, 34” x 42”

Paris Room, Oil on Board, 48” x 40”

OTHER

Young Girls Perform and await the Encore, Oil on Panel, 36” x 40”
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After the Rehearsal, Oil on Panel, 36” x 40”

Presenting the Best of Brews, Oil on Panel, 36” x 40”
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The Magpie, the Bun Thief, their Indulgent pleasures and her Brother, Oil on Panel, 43” x 48”
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